taxonomy of Australian mammals utilises the latest morphometric and genetic research to develop the most up-to-date and comprehensive revision of the taxonomy of Australian mammals undertaken to date. It proposes significant changes to the higher ranks of a number of groups and recognises several genera and species that have only very recently been identified as distinct. This easy-to-use reference also includes a complete listing of all species, subspecies, and synonyms for all of Australia’s mammals both native and introduced as well as terrestrial and marine. This book lays a foundation for future taxonomic work and identifies areas where taxonomic studies should be targeted not only at the species and subspecies level but also broader phylogenetic relationships. This work will be an essential reference for students, scientists, wildlife managers, and those interested in the science of taxonomy. Islands are special because they promote unique forms of life and large proportions of the species they hold are found nowhere else on earth. The mammals of the South West Pacific are no exception, with many distributed only across single islands or archipelagos. This book details the natural history for more than 180 species of marsupials, bats, and rodents from 24 Pacific nations and territories. Species profiles are accompanied by distribution maps, illustrations, and photographs, many being the first images ever captured for the species by combining available knowledge with unpublished data collected over years of fieldwork. Mammals of the South West Pacific forms a definitive guide to the mammals from this region. This book focuses on the evolution, biogeography, systematics, taxonomy, and ecology of New World and Australasian marsupials, greatly expanding the current knowledge base. There are roughly 140 species of New World marsupials of which the opossum is the best known. Thanks to recent research, there is now an increasing amount of understanding about their evolution, biogeography, systematics, ecology, and conservation. In the Americas, especially in South America, there are also some 270 marsupial species in the Australasian region, many of which have been subject to research only in recent years. Based on this information and the authors' extensive research, this book provides comprehensive insights into the world’s marsupials. It will appeal to academics and specialized researchers, students of zoology, paleontology, evolutionary biology, ecology, physiology, and conservation as well as interested non-experts. J. L. Gressitt. New Guinea is a fantastic island unique and fascinating. It is an area of incredible variety of geomorphology, biota, peoples, languages, history, traditions, and cultures. Diversity is its prime characteristic. Whatever the subject of interest to a biogeographer, it is tantalizing as well as confusing or frustrating. When trying to determine the history of its biota to an ecologist and to all biologists, it is a happy hunting ground of endless surprises and unanswered questions to a conservationist. It is like a dream come true. A flash back of a few centuries as well as a challenge for the future. New Guinea is so special that it is hard to compare it with other
islands or tropical areas it is something apart with its very complicated history chapters i 2 4 ii 1 4 iii i vi i 2 it is partly old but to a great extent very young yet extremely rich and complex it has biota of different sources to such a degree that it is still disputed in this volume as to what realm it belongs to the paleotropical or notogae an australian or what region oriental oceanic papuan or australian the terms papuan ind o australian and australasian also have been applied to the area recent classifications of australian birds have been limited to lists of species which are inadequate as biodiversity indicators the directory of australian birds passerines fills a huge gap in ornithological knowledge by separating out and listing not only 340 species of song birds but also the 720 distinct regional forms covering about half the national bird fauna the directory provides science and the community with baseline information about what bird it is and where it lives in an australia wide context identity is taken down to the level of distinct regional population no other compendium on australian birds does this speciation is the process by which coexisting daughter species evolve from one ancestral species e g humans chimpanzees and gorillas arising from a common ancestor around 5 000 000 years ago however many questions about speciation remain controversial the birds of northern melanesia provides by far the most comprehensive study yet available of a rich fauna composed of the 195 breeding land and fresh water bird species of the bismarck and solomon archipelagoes east of new guinea this avifauna offers decisive advantages for understanding speciation and includes famous examples of geographic variation discussed in textbooks of evolutionary biology the book results from 30 years of collaboration between the evolutionary biologist ernst mayr and the ecologist jared diamond it shows how northern melanesian bird distributions provide snapshots of all stages in speciation from the earliest widely distributed species without geographic variation to the last closely related reproductively isolated species occurring sympatrically and segregating ecologically the presentation emphasizes the wide diversity of speciation outcomes steering a middle course between one model fits all simplification and ungeneralizable species accounts questions illuminated include why some species are much more prone to speciate than others why some water barriers are much more effective at promoting speciation than others and whether hypothesized taxon cycles faunal dominance and legacies of pleistocene land bridges are real these years of study have resulted in a huge database complete with distributions of all 195 species on 76 islands together with their taxonomy colonization routes ecological attributes abundance and overwater dispersal color plates depict 88 species and allospecies many of which have never been seen before for students of speciation northern melanesian birds now constitute a model system against which other biotas can be compared for population biologists interested in other problems besides speciation this rich database can now be mined for insights most living carnivorous marsupials lead a secretive and solitary existence from tiny insect eaters to the formidable tasmanian devil secret lives of carnivorous marsupials offers rare insight into the history and habits of these creatures from their discovery by intrepid explorers and scientists to their unique life cycles and incredible ways of hunting prey secret lives of carnivorous marsupials provides a guide to the world s 136 living species of carnivorous marsupials and is packed with never before seen photos biogeography relationships and conservation are also covered in detail readers are taken on a journey through remote australia the americas and dark mysterious new guinea some of the last truly wild places on earth the book describes frenzied mating sessions minuscule mammals that catch prey far larger than themselves and extinct predators including marsupial lions wolves and even sabre toothed kangaroos the equatorial glaciers of new guinea
includes the results of the 1971 1973 australian universities expeditions to irian jaya survey glaciology meteorology biology and paleoenvironments gazetteer of new guinea ornithology by jennifer l mandeville and william s peckover pages 560 632 this authoritative handbook part of the helm identification guide series looks in detail at the remarkable and diverse birds of paradise perhaps the ultimate birders birds renowned for their elaborate and dazzling plumages the birds of paradise paradisaeidae and bowerbirds ptilonohynchidae exhibit some of the most astonishing behaviours in the avian kingdom the former is the most iconic group of birds found in new guinea while the bowerbirds extend into australia and are perhaps best known for the males construction of avenue bowers used to tempt females on the forest floor this comprehensive monograph is dedicated to these two families combining the product of more than two decades of research and scholarship with original observations by the author and many other knowledgeable contributors birds of paradise and bowerbirds is the ultimate reference to these two groups it provides a thorough guide to their identification taxonomy and ecology with detailed distribution maps accompanying the text a series of beautifully illustrated plates by richard allen cover all of the 108 recognised taxa in these groups with these supplemented by more than 200 photographs covering a range of racial and age related plumage variety this book is an indispensable addition to the libraries of all birders and ornithologists interested in these sensational birds comprises articles on geology paleontology mammalogy ornithology entomology and anthropology the ecology of papua provides a comprehensive review of current scientific knowledge on all aspects of the natural history of western indonesian new guinea designed for students of conservation environmental workers and academic researchers it is a richly detailed text dense with biogeographical data historical reference and fresh insight on this complicated and marvelous region we hope it will serve to raise awareness of papua on a global as well as local scale and to catalyze effective conservation of its most precious natural assets new guinea is the largest and highest tropical island and one of the last great wilderness areas remaining on earth papua the western half of new guinea is noteworthy for its equatorial glaciers its vast forested floodplains its imposing central mountain range its raja ampat archipelago and its several hundred traditional forest dwelling societies one of the wildest places left in the world papua possesses extraordinary biological and cultural diversity today papua s environment is under threat from growing outside pressures to exploit its expansive forests and to develop large plantations of oil palm and biofuels it is important that papua s leadership balance economic development with good resource management to ensure the long term well being of its culturally diverse populace this volume deals with 116 families of diptera flies and mosquitoes known or suspected to occur in the islands of malesia diptera constitute one of the larger orders of insects and are generally considered to be a taxonomically difficult group even at the family level they include various economically important groups some of which acting as vectors of diseases in man and cattle while others are beneficial in pest control by virtue of their parasitic or predatory habits the families of diptera of the malay archipelago will be an indispensable tool for all those working in the fields of ecology systematic biology and conservation as well as applied biology until now information on mammals in south asia has never been brought together on a single platform providing all inclusive knowledge on the subject this book is the most up to date comprehensive resource on the mammalian diversity of south asia it offers information on the diversity distribution and status of 504 species of terrestrial and aquatic mammals found in afghanistan bangladesh bhutan india maldives nepal pakistan and sri lanka this work is unique being the
first of its kind that deals with diversity and distribution at the subspecies level the book is divided in
to three chapters chapter 1 introduces the subject and takes off from the recent works on mammals at the
global level provides an historical perspective on mammal studies in south asia and concludes with a note
on recent phylogenetic changes at supraordinal levels chapter 2 summarizes the information on the diversity
of south asian mammals provides analysis by country of mammalian diversity supported by data in tabular
form dealing with species richness endemism and possibly occurring species separate analysis for each
country with details on endemic and threatened species extinct mammals domestic mammals and finally the
iucn status of mammals with special emphasis on threatened mammals chapter 3 is a comprehensive checklist
that provides information on each species including its scientific name type details standardized english
name synonyms subspecies distribution and comments on taxonomic status country wise listings and analysis
of species richness with emphasis on subspecies distribution most of the analysis is supported by data in
tabular forms for better understanding notes on extinct and domesticated mammals as well as their iucn red
list status with criteria for such status a very comprehensive bibliography that would help readers track
down specific literature the bird s head peninsula of irian jaya has long been an area neglected by new
guinea studies only in the late seventies interest began to focus more intensively on this scientifically
important border area between austronesian and papuan languages and cultures in the early nineties this led
to the creation in the netherlands of the irian jaya studies programme isir which organizes and coordinates
multi disciplinary research on the bird s head peninsula within this framework study of the peninsula has
reached a peak with research being conducted in the area by scientists from different disciplines
anthropology archaeology ethno botany demography development administration geology and linguistics the
diverse perspectives of these disciplines are subject to constant internal debate through isir and other
research initiatives there is a growing body of data on and insights into the various disciplines concerned
with this fascinating area with each discipline developing its own specific perspectives on the bird s head
these perspectives were presented during the first international conference perspectives on the bird s head
of irian jaya indonesia organized by isir in cooperation with the indonesian institute of sciences lipi
jakarta and the international institute for asian studies ilas leiden and held at leiden university 13 17
october 1997 researchers were informed on current perspectives in many disciplines to facilitate
integration of findings into wider interdisciplinary frameworks and to stimulate international debate
within and between disciplines as a result of the conference the forty two contributions in these
proceedings present a wealth of recent developments from various disciplines in new guinea studies an
enthralling exploration of the biologically richest island on earth featuring more than 200 spectacular
color images by award winning national geographic photographer tim laman in this beautiful book bruce
beehler a renowned author and expert on new guinea and award winning national geographic photographer tim
laman take the reader on an unforgettable journey through the natural and cultural wonders of the world s
grandest island skillfully combining a wealth of information a descriptive and story filled narrative and
more than 200 stunning color photographs the book unlocks new guinea s remarkable secrets like never before
lying between the equator and australia s north coast and surrounded by the richest coral reefs on earth
new guinea is the world s largest highest and most environmentally complex tropical island home to
rainforests with showy rhododendrons strange and colorful orchids tree kangaroos spiny anteaters ingenious
bowerbirds and spectacular birds of paradise new guinea is also home to more than a thousand traditional
human societies each with its own language and lifestyle and many of these tribes still live in isolated villages and serve as stewards of the rainforests they inhabit accessible and authoritative new guinea provides a comprehensive introduction to the island s environment animals plants and traditional rainforest cultures individual chapters cover the island s history of exploration geology climate and weather biogeography plantlife insects spiders and other invertebrates freshwater fishes snakes lizards and frogs birdlife mammals paleontology paleoanthropology cultural and linguistic diversity surrounding islands and reefs the pristine forest of the foja mountains village life and future sustainability complete with informative illustrations and a large detailed map new guinea offers an enchanting account of the island s unequalled natural and cultural treasures subsistence and survival rural ecology in the pacific covers the ecology of man s environment man s use and perception of biological resources and the physiology and health of the human organism itself the geographical range of this text extends from the glaciated uplands of papua new guinea through the montane forests and grasslands of the highlands into the coastal jungles and across to the smaller islands and atolls of the south west pacific this book is organized into five parts encompassing 14 chapters the first part deals with the theory and applications of human ecology the next part considers the international biological program in new guinea concerning the link between human ecology and biomedical research this part also explores the nutritional adaptation among the enga and in melanesia and then introduces the principles of environmental health engineering as human ecology the subsequent two parts highlight the impact of human activities on the environment with an emphasis on the association between environmental exploitation and human subsistence the final part discusses the relevance of self subsistence communities for world ecosystem management this book will be of great value to anthropologists geographers human biologists nutritionists botanists and public health engineers like a star chart this volume orientates the reader to the key issues and debates in pacific australasian biogeography palaeoecology and human ecology a feature of this collection is the diversity of approaches ranging from interpretation of the biogeographic significance of plant and animal distributional patterns pollen analysis from peats and lake sediments to discern quaternary climate change explanation of the patterns of faunal extinction events the interplay of fire on landscape evolution and models of the environmental consequences of human settlement patterns the diversity of approaches geographic scope and academic rigor are a fitting tribute to the enormous contributions of geoff hope as made apparent in this volume hope pioneered multidisciplinary understanding of the history and impacts of human cultures in the australia pacific region arguably the globe s premier model systems for understanding the consequences of humans colonization on ecological systems the distinguished scholars who have contributed to this volume also demonstrate hope s enduring contribution as an inspirational research leader collaborator and mentor terra australis leave no doubt that history matters not only for land management but more importantly in alerting settler and indigenous societies alike to their past ecological impacts and future environmental trajectories in this follow up to islands and snakes this book contains 15 chapters describing diversity and conservation of snakes on islands with foci on selected island systems not previously summarized attendant topics include biogeography plasticity and evolutionary responses to insular conditions invasive species importance and collapse of trophic systems threats to insular snake populations and strategies of conservation to save them chapters include descriptions of snake faunas on larger islands such as borneo and new guinea reproductive biology of insular snakes phenotypic evolution physiology and growth patterns
related to diet and environment patterns of endemism taxonomy of snake radiations and history of invasions by snakes on islands the final chapter presents a discussion of prospects and overview of conservation of snakes on islands chapters are contributed by international authorities on respective island and snake systems the latter include some islands or archipelagos that are young or of high importance or support snake populations that were previously not well known the content includes colourful photographs informative illustrations and in some cases synthesis of new data relevant to the importance of islands for understanding the ecological underpinnings and genesis of biodiversity each chapter is appropriately referenced with citations to scientific literature and where useful footnotes tables and graphic information supporting the narrative of the respective subject matter the overall presentation is intended to provide readers with an enhanced appreciation for islands and the spectacular snakes that might live there 2008 nominee the council on botanical and horticultural libraries annual award for a significant work in botanical or horticultural literature now we have easier and better access to grass data than ever before in human history that is a marked step forward congratulazioni professor quattrocchi daniel f austin writing in economic botany n this is a guide to rails a relatively homogeneous family of birds spread throughout the world barry taylor and ber van perlo have described and illustrated 145 species of rails including two that are newly described and also ten that are recently extinct and two that are almost certainly extinct the book based on up to date references and on new observations is the first to give comprehensive information on field identification including voice covering all species and races for which details are known it is also the first to provide descriptions of the immature and juvenile plumages of many species the authors provide a detailed summary of current knowledge of all aspects of rail biology and their often complex behaviour social structure and family life they explain how such apparently poorly flying birds can undertake intercontinental migrations and are such widespread and successful colonists of remote oceanic islands they also discuss the remarkable ease and speed with which species on such islands have evolved into flightless forms in the absence of predators a fact that has led to the rapid extinction of numerous island taxa following the arrival of man rail habitats are fast disappearing say the authors and many rails become endangered before enough is known about them to plan effective conservation measures the book provides information on distribution status habitat requirements and current threats and it gives conservation priorities for threatened species Results of the Archbold Expeditions, No. 29 1940 taxonomy of australian mammals utilises the latest morphometric and genetic research to develop the most up to date and comprehensive revision of the taxonomy of australian mammals undertaken to date it proposes significant changes to the higher ranks of a number of groups and recognises several genera and species that have only very recently been identified as distinct this easy to use reference also includes a complete listing of all species subspecies and synonyms for all of australia s mammals both native and introduced as well as terrestrial and marine this book lays a foundation for future taxonomic work and identifies areas where taxonomic studies should be targeted not only at the species and subspecies level but also broader phylogenetic relationships this work will be an essential reference for students scientists wildlife managers and those interested in the science of taxonomy Taxonomy of Australian Mammals 2015-06-16 islands are special because they promote unique forms of life and large proportions of the species they hold are found nowhere else on earth the mammals of the south west
Pacifc are no exception with many distributed only across single islands or archipelagos. Mammals of the South West Pacific details the natural history for more than 180 species of marsupials, bats, and rodents from 24 Pacific nations and territories. Species profiles are accompanied by distribution maps, illustrations, and photographs. Many are the first images ever captured for the species by combining available knowledge with unpublished data collected over years of field work. Mammals of the South West Pacific forms a definitive guide to the mammals from this region.

Results of the Archbold Expeditions. No. 86. Summary of the sixth Archbold Expedition to New Guinea (1959). This book focuses on the evolution, biogeography, systematics, taxonomy, and ecology of New World and Australasian marsupials. It greatly expands the current knowledge base and is now an increasing amount of understanding about their evolution, biogeography, systematics, ecology, and conservation in the Americas, especially in South America. There are also some 270 marsupial species in the Australasian region, many of which have been subject to research only in recent years. Based on this information and the authors' extensive research, this book provides comprehensive insights into the world's marsupials and will appeal to academics and specialized researchers, students of zoology, paleontology, evolutionary biology, ecology, physiology, and conservation, as well as interested non-experts.

Results of the Archbold Expeditions. No. 79. Summary of the fifth Archbold Expedition to New Guinea (1956-1957). New Guinea is a fantastic island unique and fascinating. It is an area of incredible variety with geomorphology, biota, peoples, languages, history, traditions, and cultures. Diversity is its prime characteristic. Whatever the subject of interest to a biogeographer, it is tantalizing as well as confusing or frustrating when trying to determine the history of its biota to an ecologist, and to all biologists it is a happy hunting ground of endless surprises and unanswered questions. To a conservationist, it is like a dream come true—a flash back of a few centuries as well as a challenge for the future. New Guinea is so special that it is hard to compare it with other islands or tropical areas. It is something apart with its very complicated history.

Papua New Guinea Conservation Needs Assessment. Recent classifications of Australian birds have been limited to lists of species, which are inadequate as biodiversity indicators. The Directory of Australian Birds: Passerines fills a huge gap in ornithological knowledge by separating out and listing not only 340 species of songbirds but also the 720 distinct regional forms covering about half the national bird fauna. The directory provides science and the community with baseline information about what bird it is and where it lives in an Australia-wide context. Identity is taken down to the level of distinct regional population. No other compendium on Australian birds does this.

Results of the Archbold Expeditions. 1940 speciation is the process by which co-existing daughter species evolve from one ancestral species, e.g., humans, chimpanzees, and gorillas arising from a common ancestor around 5,000,000 years ago. However, many questions about speciation remain controversial. The Birds of Northern Melanesia provides by far the most comprehensive study yet available of a rich fauna composed of the 195 breeding land and fresh water bird species of the Bismarck and Solomon Archipelagoes east of New Guinea.
this avifauna offers decisive advantages for understanding speciation and includes famous examples of geographic variation discussed in textbooks of evolutionary biology the book results from 30 years of collaboration between the evolutionary biologist ernst mayr and the ecologist jared diamond it shows how northern melanesian bird distributions provide snapshots of all stages in speciation from the earliest widely distributed species without geographic variation to the last closely related reproductively isolated species occurring sympatrically and segregating ecologically the presentation emphasizes the wide diversity of speciation outcomes steering a middle course between one model fits all simplification and ungeneralizable species accounts questions illuminated include why some species are much more prone to speciate than others why some water barriers are much more effective at promoting speciation than others and whether hypothesized taxon cycles faunal dominance and legacies of pleistocene land bridges are real these years of study have resulted in a huge database complete with distributions of all 195 species on 76 islands together with their taxonomy colonization routes ecological attributes abundance and overwater dispersal color plates depict 88 species and allospecies many of which have never been seen before for students of speciation northern melanesian birds now constitute a model system against which other biotas can be compared for population biologists interested in other problems besides speciation this rich database can now be mined for insights

**Mammals of the South-west Pacific** 2023-06-30 most living carnivorous marsupials lead a secretive and solitary existence from tiny insect eaters to the formidable tasmanian devil secret lives of carnivorous marsupials offers rare insight into the history and habits of these creatures from their discovery by intrepid explorers and scientists to their unique life cycles and incredible ways of hunting prey secret lives of carnivorous marsupials provides a guide to the world’s 136 living species of carnivorous marsupials and is packed with never before seen photos biogeography relationships and conservation are also covered in detail readers are taken on a journey through remote australia the americas and dark mysterious new guinea some of the last truly wild places on earth the book describes frenzied mating sessions minuscule mammals that catch prey far larger than themselves and extinct predators including marsupial lions wolves and even sabre toothed kangaroos

**American and Australasian Marsupials** 2023-06-30 the equatorial glaciers of new guinea includes the results of the 1971 1973 australian universities expeditions to irian jaya survey glaciology meteorology biology and paleoenvironments

**Summary of the 1938-1939 New Guinea Expedition** 1942 gazetteer of new guinea ornithology by jennifer l mandeville and william s peckover pages 560-632

**Biogeography and Ecology of New Guinea** 2012-12-06 this authoritative handbook part of the helm identification guide series looks in detail at the remarkable and diverse birds of paradise perhaps the ultimate birders birds renowned for their elaborate and dazzling plumages the birds of paradise paradisaeidae and bowerbirds ptilonohynchidae exhibit some of the most astonishing behaviours in the avian kingdom the former is the most iconic group of birds found in new guinea while the bowerbirds extend into australia and are perhaps best known for the males construction of avenue bowers used to tempt females on the forest floor this comprehensive monograph is dedicated to these two families combining the product of more than two decades of research and scholarship with original observations by the author and many other knowledgeable contributors birds of paradise and bowerbirds is the ultimate reference to these two groups it provides a thorough guide to their identification taxonomy and ecology with detailed distribution maps
accompanying the text a series of beautifully illustrated plates by richard allen cover all of the 108 recognized taxa in these groups with these supplemented by more than 200 photographs covering a range of racial and age related plumage variety this book is an indispensable addition to the libraries of all birders and ornithologists interested in these sensational birds

_Microlepidoptera of New Guinea. Results of the Third Archbold Expedition, American-Netherlands Indian Expedition 1938-1939 1952_ comprises articles on geology paleontology mammalogy ornithology entomology and anthropology

**Directory of Australian Birds: Passerines** 1999-10-01 the ecology of papua provides a comprehensive review of current scientific knowledge on all aspects of the natural history of western indonesian new guinea designed for students of conservation environmental workers and academic researchers it is a richly detailed text dense with biogographical data historical reference and fresh insight on this complicated and marvelous region we hope it will serve to raise awareness of papua on a global as well as local scale and to catalyze effective conservation of its most precious natural assets new guinea is the largest and highest tropical island and one of the last great wilderness areas remaining on earth papua the western half of new guinea is noteworthy for its equatorial glaciers its vast forested floodplains its imposing central mountain range its raja ampat archipelago and its several hundred traditional forest dwelling societies one of the wildest places left in the world papua possesses extraordinary biological and cultural diversity today papua s environment is under threat from growing outside pressures to exploit its expansive forests and to develop large plantations of oil palm and biofuels it is important that papua s leadership balance economic development with good resource management to ensure the long term well being of its culturally diverse populace

_The Birds of Northern Melanesia_ 2001-12-06 this volume deals with 116 families of diptera flies and mosquitoes known or suspected to occur in the islands of malesia diptera constitute one of the larger orders of insects and are generally considered to be a taxonomically difficult group even at the family level they include various economically important groups some of which acting as vectors of diseases in man and cattle while others are beneficial in pest control by virtue of their parasitic or predatory habits the families of diptera of the malay archipelago will be an indispensable tool for all those working in the fields of ecology systematic biology and conservation as well as applied biology

_Cloud Forests in the Humid Tropics_ 1987 until now information on mammals in south asia has never been brought together on a single platform providing all inclusive knowledge on the subject this book is the most up to date comprehensive resource on the mammalian diversity of south asia it offers information on the diversity distribution and status of 504 species of terrestrial and aquatic mammals found in afghanistan bangladesh bhutan india maldives nepal pakistan and sri lanka this work is unique being the first of its kind that deals with diversity and distribution at the subspecies level the book is divided into three chapters chapter 1 introduces the subject and takes off from the recent works on mammals at the global level provides an historical perspective on mammal studies in south asia and concludes with a note on recent phylogenetic changes at supraordinal levels chapter 2 summarizes the information on the diversity of south asian mammals provides analysis by country of mammalian diversity supported by data in tabular form dealing with species richness endemism and possibly occurring species separate analysis for each country with details on endemic and threatened species extinct mammals domestic mammals and finally the iucn status of mammals with special emphasis on threatened mammals chapter 3 is a comprehensive checklist
that provides information on each species including its scientific name type details standardized english name synonyms subspecies distribution and comments on taxonomic status country wise listings and analysis of species richness with emphasis on subspecies distribution most of the analysis is supported by data in tabular forms for better understanding notes on extinct and domesticated mammals as well as their iucn red list status with criteria for such status a very comprehensive bibliography that would help readers track down specific literature

**Secret Lives of Carnivorous Marsupials**
2018-08-01 the bird s head peninsula of irian jaya has long been an area neglected by new guinea studies only in the late seventies interest began to focus more intensively on this scientifically important border area between austronesian and papuan languages and cultures in the early nineties this led to the creation in the netherlands of the irian jaya studies programme isir which organizes and coordinates multi disciplinary research on the bird s head peninsula within this framework study of the peninsula has reached a peak with research being conducted in the area by scientists from different disciplines anthropology archaeology ethno botany demography development administration geology and linguistics the diverse perspectives of these disciplines are subject to constant internal debate through isir and other research initiatives there is a growing body of data on and insights into the various disciplines concerned with this fascinating area with each discipline developing its own specific perspectives on the bird s head these perspectives were presented during the first international conference perspectives on the bird s head of irian jaya indonesia organized by isir in cooperation with the indonesian institute of sciences lipi jakarta and the international institute for asian studies ilas leiden and held at leiden university 13 17 october 1997 researchers were informed on current perspectives in many disciplines to facilitate integration of findings into wider interdisciplinary frameworks and to stimulate international debate within and between disciplines as a result of the conference the forty two contributions in these proceedings present a wealth of recent developments from various disciplines in new guinea studies

**Dictionary Catalog of the Department Library**
1967 an enthralling exploration of the biologically richest island on earth featuring more than 200 spectacular color images by award winning national geographic photographer tim laman in this beautiful book bruce beehler a renowned author and expert on new guinea and award winning national geographic photographer tim laman take the reader on an unforgettable journey through the natural and cultural wonders of the world s grandest island skillfully combining a wealth of information a descriptive and story filled narrative and more than 200 stunning color photographs the book unlocks new guinea s remarkable secrets like never before lying between the equator and australia s north coast and surrounded by the richest coral reefs on earth new guinea is the world s largest highest and most environmentally complex tropical island home to rainforests with showy rhododendrons strange and colorful orchids tree kangaroos spiny anteaters ingenious bowerbirds and spectacular birds of paradise new guinea is also home to more than a thousand traditional human societies each with its own language and lifestyle and many of these tribes still live in isolated villages and serve as stewards of the rainforests they inhabit accessible and authoritative new guinea provides a comprehensive introduction to the island s environment animals plants and traditional rainforest cultures individual chapters cover the island s history of exploration geology climate and weather biogeography plantlife insects spiders and other invertebrates freshwater fishes snakes lizards and frogs birdlife mammals paleontology paleoanthropology cultural and linguistic diversity surrounding islands and reefs the pristine forest of the foja mountains village life
and future sustainability complete with informative illustrations and a large detailed map new guinea offers an enchanting account of the island s unequalled natural and cultural treasures

The Equatorial Glaciers of New Guinea 2022-09-16 subsistence and survival rural ecology in the pacific covers the ecology of man s environment man s use and perception of biological resources and the physiology and health of the human organism itself the geographical range of this text extends from the glaciated uplands of papua new guinea through the montane forests and grasslands of the highlands into the coastal jungles and across to the smaller islands and atolls of the south west pacific this book is organized into five parts encompassing 14 chapters the first part deals with the theory and applications of human ecology the next part considers first the international biological program in new guinea concerning the link between human ecology and biomedical research this part also explores the nutritional adaptation among the enga and in melanesia and then introduces the principles of environmental health engineering as human ecology the subsequent two parts highlight the impact of human activities on the environment with an emphasis on the association between environmental exploitation and human subsistence the final part discusses the relevance of self subsistence communities for world ecosystem management this book will be of great value to anthropologists geographers human biologists nutritionists botanists and public health engineers

Birds of New Guinea 2016-03-29 like a star chart this volume orientates the reader to the key issues and debates in pacific and australasian biogeography palaeoecology and human ecology a feature of this collection is the diversity of approaches ranging from interpretation of the biogeographic significance of plant and animal distributional patterns pollen analysis from peats and lake sediments to discern quaternary climate change explanation of the patterns of faunal extinction events the interplay of fire on landscape evolution and models of the environmental consequences of human settlement patterns the diversity of approaches geographic scope and academic rigor are a fitting tribute to the enormous contributions of geoff hope as made apparent in this volume hope pioneered multidisciplinary understanding of the history and impacts of human cultures in the australia pacific region arguably the globe s premier model systems for understanding the consequences of humans colonization on ecological systems the distinguished scholars who have contributed to this volume also demonstrate hope s enduring contribution as an inspirational research leader collaborator and mentor terra australis leave no doubt that history matters not only for land management but more importantly in alerting settler and indigenous societies alike to their past ecological impacts and future environmental trajectories

Birds of Paradise and Bowerbirds 2020-01-09 in this follow up to islands and snakes this book contains 15 chapters describing diversity and conservation of snakes on islands with foci on selected island systems not previously summarized attendant topics include biogeography plasticity and evolutionary responses to insular conditions invasive species importance and collapse of trophic systems threats to insular snake populations and strategies of conservation to save them chapters include descriptions of snake faunas on larger islands such as borneo and new guinea reproductive biology of insular snakes phenotypic evolution physiology and growth patterns related to diet and environment patterns of endemism taxonomy of snake radiations and history of invasions by snakes on islands the final chapter presents a discussion of prospects and overview of conservation of snakes on islands chapters are contributed by international authorities on respective island and snake systems the latter include some islands or archipelagos that are young or of high importance or support snake populations that were previously not well known the content
includes colourful photographs informative illustrations and in some cases synthesis of new data relevant
to the importance of islands for understanding the ecological underpinnings and genesis of biodiversity
each chapter is appropriately referenced with citations to scientific literature and where useful footnotes
tables and graphic information supporting the narrative of the respective subject matter the overall
presentation is intended to provide readers with an enhanced appreciation for islands and the spectacular
snakes that might live there
Ticholeptinae 1941 2008 nominee the council on botanical and horticultural libraries annual award for a
significant work in botanical or horticultural literature now we have easier and better access to grass
data than ever before in human history that is a marked step forward congratulazioni professor quattrocchi
daniel f austin writing in economic botany n
Bulletin of the American Museum of Natural History 2011 this is a guide to rails a relatively homogeneous
family of birds spread throughout the world barry taylor and ber van perlo have described and illustrated
145 species of rails including two that are newly described and also ten that are recently extinct and two
that are almost certainly extinct the book based on up to date references and on new observations is the
first to give comprehensive information on field identification including voice covering all species and
races for which details are known it is also the first to provide descriptions of the immature and juvenile
plumages of many species the authors provide a detailed summary of current knowledge of all aspects of rail
biology and their often complex behaviour social structure and family life they explain how such apparently
poorly flying birds can undertake intercontinental migrations and are such widespread and successful
colonists of remote oceanic islands they also discuss the remarkable ease and speed with which species on
such islands have evolved into flightless forms in the absence of predators a fact that has led to the
rapid extinction of numerous island taxa following the arrival of man rail habitats are fast disappearing
say the authors and many rails become endangered before enough is known about them to plan effective
conservation measures the book provides information on distribution status habitat requirements and current
threats and it gives conservation priorities for threatened species
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